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		What is the Internet of Things? It's billions of embedded computers, sensors, and actuators all connected online. If you have basic programming skills, you can use these powerful little devices to create a variety of useful systems—such as a device that waters plants when the soil becomes dry. This hands-on guide shows you how to start building your own fun and fascinating projects.

	
		Learn to program embedded devices using the .NET Micro Framework and the Netduino Plus board. Then connect your devices to the Internet with Pachube, a cloud platform for sharing real-time sensor data. All you need is a Netduino Plus, a USB cable, a couple of sensors, an Ethernet connection to the Internet—and your imagination.

		
			Develop programs with simple outputs (actuators) and inputs (sensors)
	
			Learn about the Internet of Things and the Web of Things
	
			Build client programs that push sensor readings from a device to a web service
	
			Create server programs that allow you to control a device over the Web
	
			Get the .NET classes and methods needed to implement all of the book's examples
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Quality Management for IT Services: Perspectives on Business and Process PerformanceIGI Global, 2010

	In the field of IT, the markets, business activities, needs and requirements of internal and external service
	providers and customers are changing in ever-shortening cycles. This forces companies to increase their
	organizational flexibility not only as far as their structure is concerned but also with regard to established
	business...
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How to Speak Tech: The Non-Techie's Guide to Technology Basics in BusinessApress, 2013

	"A great book everyone can use to understand how tech startups work." --Rene Reinsberg, GM/VP at GoDaddy, CEO and Co-founder at Locu

	

	"Finally a book non-techies can use to understand the web technologies that are changing our...
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Rails Recipes: Rails 3 EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		If I were to buy a real recipe book—you know, a book about cooking food—I
	
		wouldn’t be looking for a book that tells me how to dice vegetables or how to
	
		use a skillet. I can find that kind of information in an overview about cooking.
	


	
		A recipe book is about how to make food you might...
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Blender 3D Architecture, Buildings, and SceneryPackt Publishing, 2008
As you know, every project that involves some kind of construction—such as building a house, movie sets, or virtual sets—needs a project. These projects are made up of a lot of documents and technical drawings that help in the construction of these buildings and movie sets. For the construction crew, these technical drawings and...
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Detection of Intrusions and Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment: 8th International Conference, DIMVA 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the Program Committee, it is our pleasure to present to you the
	proceedings of the 8th Conference on Detection of Intrusions and Malware &
	Vulnerability Assessment (DIMVA 2011). Each year DIMVA brings together international
	experts from academia, industry and government to present and discuss
	novel security research....
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Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...
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